E4CGroup B.V. is a technical service provider for the brands of M7 Group SA in Luxembourg: CanalDigitaal, Online.nl, TV
Vlaanderen, Telesat and Skylink. We are part of E4CGroup with offices in the Czech Republic, Germany and the
Netherlands.
E4CGroup is responsible for the design, implementation and management of DVB platforms, network (including
backbone) and satellite services that are continuously expanded and improved.
To expand the network department, we are immediately looking for a:
(sr.) Broadcast Engineer with DTM network focus (40 hours per week)
You have a broad and independent role within the team with the possibility to learn other techniques. You are part of an
international team that is responsible for the design, construction and management of our mission critical network that is
used for the services of the M7 Group S.A. and its partners.
Tasks and responsibilities:
 Operational management of our dynamic network to prevent incidents.
 Drafting and maintaining technical documentation and administration.
 Structural improvement and guaranteeing quality and security.
 Part of the international standby service.
 Develop and test new services and functionalities.
 Independently install and implement the services and functionalities.
 Part of multidisciplinary project teams.
Work experience:
 At least 5 years of work experience in a relevant position within the network field.
 You have a broad knowledge of methods and processes within a network.
 Thorough knowledge of data networks and capacity planning.
 Knowledge of TCP / IP, subnetting, routing, switching and multicast.
 Knowledge and experience with DVB platforms and CA systems.
Training and competences:
 MBO / HBO level with a technical education.
 DVB knowledge (SDI, ASI, SPTS, MPTS)
 Experience with working with Nimbras
 Good command of (Dutch and) English in word and writing.
 You are flexible, we are a 24/7 company, so working outside office hours and on-demand availability is part of it.
 Broad knowledge of technology and high resolution.
 You have a result and customer-oriented attitude and you are a team player who can communicate clearly.
 You are eager to learn and prepare to delve into the DVB side (encoding, multiplexing, etc.) of the organization
We offer:
A full-time job in a dynamic work environment. You will work in the international Network Operations team.
If you recognize yourself in this profile, we invite you to respond.
Cécile Gerritsen / HRM E4CGroup / jobs@e4cg.cz

